
 

Let’s talk about…St. Juan’s Church (by Adrián Palomino, 3º B) 
 
In this small project, I’m going to talk about this church, located in the heart of the city of Jaén. 
-Click the link to enter in its Google Maps page. 
(https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1AVNE_enES679ES679&q=iglesia+de+san+juan&npsic=0&rflfq=1&rlha=0&rllag=37777687,-
3789364,930&tbm=lcl&ved=2ahUKEwjCluTlisPpAhUAA2MBHUU5C70QtgN6BAgMEAQ&tbs=lrf:!1m4!1u3!2m2!3m1!1e1!1m4!1u2!2m2!2m1!1e1!2m1!1e2!2m1!1e
3!3sIAE,lf:1,lf_ui:2&rldoc=1#rlfi=hd:;si:17832903472689074962,l,ChNpZ2xlc2lhIGRlIHNhbiBqdWFuWioKE2lnbGVzaWEgZGUgc2FuIGp1YW4iE2lnbGVzaWEgZGUgc2
FuIGp1YW4;mv:[[37.77341657658931,-3.7894955738219416],[37.765648085012856,-3.807133535395142],null,[37.769532432816575,-
3.7983145546085417],16]) 
 

 
This church was built in the 14th century, being one of the oldest churches 
in Jaén, but that is not really the time it was built for the first time, 
since(like many other churches in the city) it was built over a mosque that 
dated back to the 11th century. (Some people don’t agree with these dates 
but they are the most accurate and the ones that most people agree more 
on.) 

 
It is located in the 
center of the city as I 
said before, and its 
tower was the 
council tower of the 
old town hall of the 
city. 
Some processions 
can be found here, 
like Santo Sepulcro, 
one of the oldest of 
Andalusia.(image below) 

 
 

Random fact 1: since it was a templary church, it has a statue of a dead virgin. 
 
 

It is a procession that is 

traditionally celebrated in Holy 

Friday afternoon, and it has 3 

‘pasos’: El Calvario, El Santo 

Sepulcro and Los Dolores. 

Random fact 2: in order to save Los Dolores 

from destruction, it is said that people had to 

make it look like a patient of a hospital. 

It was founded in 1580, and 

since then, it has a rivalry with 

another procession, La Soledad. 
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Now let’s move to the physical description, shall we? 

As you can see, it is a very interesting 

building for some reasons. 

First of all, it has only got one tower, 

and there are some bells on the left 

below it, creating a very unique 

atmosphere.There is some moss all over 

these Stone walls, and thereis a window 

above the wooden door. 

Inside, it is just like you’d imagine: a 

small but charming atmosphere with 

very oldt hings any direction you look 

at.  

The square where it is located is an 

interesting place too, where you seem to 

teleport to the late Middle Ages. 

Everything is old, made out of sone and 

in the middle of a humble 

neighbourhood, named after the 

church. 

 

 


